The 9th Munin Conference on Scholarly Publishing 2014

26–27 November in Tromsø, Norway

Keynote speakers

Geoffrey Boulton, Regius Professor of Geology Emeritus, University of Edinburgh. Chairs the Royal Society’s Science Policy Centre. Lead author of its recent report on Science as an Open Enterprise: Open Data and the Future of Science

Björn Brembs, professor Neurogenetics, Institute of Zoology, Universität Regensburg: When decade-old functionality would be progress – the desolate state of our scholarly infrastructure

Cameron Neylon, Advocacy Director at PLOS: Managing the Transition to an Open Scholarly Literature

Publishers’ presentations

As part of the program, we have accepted presentations from Elsevier, Royal Society of Chemistry and Springer discussing one or more of the conference topics from a publisher’s perspective.

Poster presentation

Accepted posters will be presented in the exhibition area outside the conference hall.

Welcome to Tromsø and to the Munin Conference. Don’t miss this opportunity to be enlightened!
The conference will be held at Auditorium 2, House 1, Teorifagsbygget

Chair: Caroline Sutton, Co-Action publishing, member Advisory Board for the Munin Conference

Wednesday November 26th

1000-1100 Registration; coffee served

1100–1115 Conference opening: Anne Husebekk, Rector at UiT The Arctic University of Norway

1115–1215 **Keynote** Björn Brembs, professor, Universität Regensburg, Germany: *When decade-old functionality would be progress – the desolate state of our scholarly infrastructure*

1215–1315 Lunch

1315–1345 Publisher: BioMed Central, Megan Friedman, Sales Executive: *Cost of Open access publishing in the light of global developments in scholarly publishing: Springer's Open access initiative*


1415–1435 Jadranka Stojanovski, assistant professor, University of Zadar/University of Zagreb, Croatia: *New directions in scholarly publishing: journal articles beyond the present*

1435–1505 Break with coffee

1505–1605 **Keynote** Cameron Neylon, Advocacy Director at PLOS: *Managing the Transition to an Open Scholarly Literature*

1605–1635 Terry Bucknell, Product Sales Manager for Digital Science’s figshare and Altmetric products in the UK, Ireland, and Scandinavia: *Making sense and making use of Altmetrics in research evaluation*

1635–1645 Closing day 1

1900–late Conference dinner at Ølhallen – including entertainment
Thursday November 27th

0900–1000  **Keynote** Geoffrey Boulton, Regius Professor of Geology Emeritus, University of Edinburgh, UK: *Open Data and the Future of Science*

1000–1030  Karlheinz Pappenberger, subject librarian, University of Konstanz Library, Germany: *bwFDM Communities – a Research Data Management Initiative in the County of Baden-Wuerttemberg, Germany*

1030–1100  Break with coffee

1100–1130  Laura Janda, professor of russian linguistics, UiT The Arctic University of Norway: *Open Data for Linguists*

1130–1150  Paolo Budroni, managing director of e-Infrastructures Austria, Vienna University, Library and archive services: *About Convergence of Knowledge. The Project e-Infrastructures Austria, an interdisciplinary case study*

1150–1210  Sven Vlaeminck, project manager European Data Watch Extended, German National Library of Economics: *Data policies and data archives as prerequisites of reproducible published research in economics journals*

1210–1230  Ross MacIntyre, Mimas service manager, UK National Data Centre at the University of Manchester: *IRUS-UK: Improving understanding of the value and impact of institutional repositories*

1230–1340  Lunch & poster session

1340–1410  Publisher: Royal Society of Chemistry, Brian O’Connor, account manager for Northern Europe: *Community Driven Open Science*

1410–1440  Publisher: Elsevier, Mike Taylor, Informetrics group: *Open methods: bringing transparency to research metrics*

1440–1500  Stephan Buettgen, Director of Sales of Plum Analytics in Europe: *Altmetrics in Practice*

1500–1520  Nils T Hagen, professor, University of Nordland, Norway: *Publication metrics: Improved accuracy is necessary and attainable*

1520–1530  Conference closing
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